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Lock vane into
funnel Slot

Hang the light unit
in the hole towards
the top of the vane
as shown

Lock In
second vane

Light bulb should
be flush against the
vanes

Screw the light bulb
into the socket

Set the trap
away from windows.
For best result, keep light
on continuously

SAFETY FACTORS
1. CAUTION - This product is intended for use indoors only in households.
To avoid risk of fire or electrical shock, do not use where it may be exposed to water, including roofed,
and open porches.
2. Don’t abuse cord - never carry product by cord or yank it to disconnect from receptacle. Keep cord from heat,
oil, and sharp edges.
3. Disconnect the product from the power supply when not in use, before servicing, when changing bulbs,
cleaning and the like.
4. Do not insert foreign objects into this product. Use extension cords if needed marked SPT-2 18 gauge type
or equivalent.
5. Use only extension cords which have plugs and receptacles which accept the product’s plug.
Replace or repair damaged cords. Devices are available for retaining an extension cord connection
to the power-supply cord.
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NEW REVISED
Asian Ladybug Trap Instructions
We have replaced the fluorescent light
fixture with a NEW SPIRAL LIGHT UNIT,
making the trap more effective.
Please follow our NEW instructions.
EASY INSTRUCTIONS:
Do not touch lure with hands as the Ladybugs may
become attracted to you; use gloves or tweezers.
Lady Bug Lure- Cut slit on provided mark and place on blue vane on the
slit closest to the funnel.
Stink Bug Lure- Peel off outer foil only. Use the twist tie from the cord
(Electric for light) Tie one end of the lure through the hole in the lure and
tie the other end to the hole at the top of the blue vane.
Replace lures every 4 to 5 weeks.
RECOMMENDED TRAP PLACEMENT AND HELPFUL HINTS:
Place Trap 2-3 feet off floor in a dark location away from windows in rooms
where Ladybugs congregate. Keep drapes closed for best daytime results.
Ladybugs can be attracted away from the trap
by other light sources. After one week, if catches are low,
relocate trap to a new location by changing the height or location. Leave
light on day and night. Caulk the screen
entrances to home to prevent fall invasions of Ladybugs.
Use more traps for better results.
TO ELIMINATE LADYBUGS:
Fill jar 1/3 full with water and add a few drops of dish soap to drown
Ladybugs. Wash and refill trap every 4-5 weeks.
TO TRAP AND KEEP LADYBUGS ALIVE:
For release in your garden in the spring; place a moist paper
towel in the bottom of the jar. Add fruit such as raisins or cut
apple pieces. Place live Ladybugs in mesh bag with fruit.
Keep in cool place until spring.

FOR WARRANTY SERVICE
PLEASE CONTACT

BUGSPRAY
1-800-877-7290
www.bugspray.com
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